Source for your article on Obama banning gold

By Anna Von Reitz

What is the title to my previous article?
http://www.paulstramer.net/2016/07/obama-bans-gold-ownership-for-united.html

Notice the (2) TWO Question Marks? What do question marks imply?

Mr. Obama has supported legislation and similar actions to expedite seizure of assets and at least two White House insiders have come to me saying he has drafted Executive Orders and is planning an FDR style confiscation of gold and providing drafts of the same.

I suspect that is the reason that foreign banks have reported --again to me one on one-- that the "United States Government" has pulled out all the stops to demand information about gold and silver on deposit offshore. Why would they need to know, if seizures were not contemplated?

Between that and the Bail-In legislation that has been prepared, I think it is past time to Read the Tea Leaves and inform Americans exactly why these nasty actions do not apply to them and also alert them to the fact that they have to object in no uncertain terms.

The danger is very real and could take place as early as September. Anyone claiming to be either a "United States Citizen" or "citizen of the United States" stands to be cleaned out as bad or worse than what happened under FDR.

Did Obama issue his EO yet? No. Does the one I have seen as a draft resemble the SkinnyNews parody? No, but I have to say that in its own way, the Obama draft is worse. Why? Because "citizens of the United States" cannot own private property, they are not eligible for any compensation related to seizures of property held in their NAMES.

At this point we have information sources from all over the world in every corner and enough pieces of the puzzle to know when a threat is worth guarding against and when it is "just a spoof".

Sometimes the Truth is stranger than fiction and a parody can introduce a very serious reality that everyone needs to think about and react to.
The fact is that it is indeed very likely that an "Emergency" a la FDR will be declared and that direct confiscation of assets belonging to "United States Citizens" and "citizens of the United States" will occur. The bank personnel have warned us. The White House insiders have warned us. Foreign governments have warned us. State legislators have warned us. Members of Congress have warned us.

More than that, past history has warned us.

FDR's swindle netted the greatest crime profits in world history and the victims didn't even appear to notice.

Why wouldn't the current Administration follow in FDR's footsteps and try for a second bite of that apple?

Are you still laughing?

Get out your "personal" checkbook. Look at the name. If it is in all capital letters, it belongs to a federal corporation franchise-- not to you. Every penny that you have "donated" to that federal franchise is subject to seizure.

So maybe it is time you got serious about claiming back your good name and your actual nationality? Time to remember that you are first and foremost a New Yorker, a Californian, a Minnesotan or Virginian and NOT any form of "citizen" at all?

Maybe it is time to clean up your records and stake your claims on who and what you are?

Come out of Babylon?

On September 2 the worldwide IEX trading platform opens and the real "voting" begins on the issue of asset backed currency versus fiat currency.

I expect to see action before that date to "ensure National Security" --- I expect it will involve all sorts of craziness and impose all sorts of Draconian liabilities on Americans who have not taken steps to reclaim their native standing and object to being considered either "United States Citizens" or "citizens of the United States".

Having recorded Acts of Expatriation and Oaths of Allegiance to the soil of their organic states before this cataclysm can provide a basis for Americans to claim exemption from confiscations of bank accounts, gold, land, and more.

So get serious and get going.

Knowing what to ask them to prove is also important. If you were born in one of the states they have to show exactly when and where you complied with the Naturalization Act. They won't be able to do that.

As a result they will have to admit that you are not a United States Citizen and that you are in fact exempt from search and seizure, confiscation of assets, indefinite detainment, and other abuses.
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